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Introduction. The purpose of this note is to announce a representa
tion theorem for separable Fréchet manifolds. This representation 
theorem demonstrates a close connection between functionals and 
infinite dimensional spaces. Moreover, it can be applied for the ca
nonical construction of an oo — p homology functor. 

1. The representation theorem. Throughout this note « will de
note homeomorphism or isomorphism, ~ a diffeomorphism, and £^ a 
strong homotopy equivalence. Also manifolds are connected. 

THEOREM A. Let E be a separable C°° manifold without boundary 
modeled on the Hubert space H. Then Vp>0, 3 an inverse system 
{Em, p™\m^p} with p™ onto, Em open in Rm, and E « I n v Lim Em, 
with the standard topology on Inv Lim Em. Also the system {Em} satisfies 
the additional conditions: 

(a) 3 connected m+1 manifolds with boundary, E^+1 and 

Em+i 3 Em+i = Em+i \J Ew+i and Em = Em+i r\ -Em+i. 

(b) E ~ D i r Lim Em. 

We also have the converse. 

THEOREM B. Given an inverse system {Em, p™\m^p}, with p™ onto 
and Em open in Rm, satisfying the following conditions: 

(a) Em splits Em + i into sets E* + 1 and 
— _}_ _ .f. _ 

Em+i 3 Em+i = Em+i W Em+i and Em = Em+i ̂  -Em+i. 

(b) Inv Lim Em is open in LRm. 
Then Inv Lim Em can be embedded as an open subset of H3Em is em
bedded as a smooth submanifold. Also Dir Lim Emc^Inv Lim Em. 
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1 Part of the results are contained in the author's doctoral dissertation written 
under the guidance of Professor D. G. Bourgin at the University of Houston, where 
the author was supported by N.A.S.A. Grant MsG(T)-52 Sup. 3. 
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